any contracontinuous function also has property P. If P1 and P2 are cc−properties, the following terminology is used:(i) A space X has the weak cc−insertion property for (P1,P2) if and only if for any functions g and f on X such that g ≤ f,g has property P1 and f has property P2, then there exists a contracontinuous function h such that g ≤ h ≤ f.(ii) A space X has the strong cc−insertion property for (P1,P2) if and only if for any functions g and f on X such that g ≤ f,g has property P1 and f has property P2, then there exists a contra-continuous function h such that g ≤ h ≤ f and if g(x) < f(x) for any x in X, then g(x) < h(x) < f(x).
In this paper, for a topological space whose Λ−sets or kernel of sets are open, is given a sufficient condition for the weak cc−insertion property.
Also for a space with the weak cc−insertion property, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the space to have the strong cc−insertion property. Several insertion theorems are obtained as corollaries of these results.
THE MAIN RESULT
Before giving a sufficient condition for insertability of a contra-continuous function, the necessary definitions and terminology are stated. The abbreviations cc, cpc and csc are used for contra-continuous, contraprecontinuous and contrasemi−continuous, respectively. Definition 2.1. Let A be a subset of a topological space (X,τ). We define the subsets A Λ and A V as follows:
In [7, 18, 23] , A Λ is called the kernel of A.
The family of all preopen, preclosed, semi−open and semi−closed will be denoted by pO(X,τ), pC(X,τ), sO(X,τ) and sC(X,τ), respectively.
We define the subsets p(A Λ ),p(A V ),s(A Λ ) and s(A V ) as follows: p(A
The following first two definitions are modifications of conditions considered in [14, 15] .  If Ai ρ Bj for any i ∈{1,...,m} and for any j ∈{1,...,n}, then there exists a set C in P(X) such that Ai ρ C and C ρ Bj for any i ∈{1,...,m} and any j ∈{1,...,n}.
Proof. Suppose that G1 (resp. G2) is a closed subset of X. By Lemma 3.2 , there exists a contracontinuous function h : X → [0,1] such that, h(G1) = {0} (resp. h(G2) = {0}) and h(X \ G1) = {1} (resp. h(X \ G2) = {1}). Hence, h −1 (0) = G1 (resp. h −1 (0) = G2) and since G2 ⊆ X \ G1 ( resp. G1 ⊆ X \ G2), therefore h(G2) = {1} (resp. h(G1) = {1}). (ii) ⇔ (iii) By De Morgan law and noting that the complement of every open subset of X is a closed subset of X and complement of every closed subset of X is an open subset of X, the equivalence is hold. Corollary 3.5. If for every two disjoint subsets G1 and G2 of X, where G1 is preopen (resp. semi−open) and G2 is semi−open (resp. preopen), there exists a contra-continuous function h : X → [0,1] such that, h −1 (0) = G1 and h −1 (1) = G2 then X has the strong cc−insertion property for (cpc,csc) (resp. (csc,cpc)).
Proof. Since for every two disjoint subsets G1 and G2 of X, where G1 is preopen (resp. semi−open) and G2 is semi−open (resp. preopen), there exists a contra-continuous function h : X → [0,1] such that, h −1 (0) = G1 and h −1 (1) = G2, define and .
Then F1 and F2 are two disjoint closed subsets of X that contain G1 and G2, respectively. Hence by Corollary 3.4, X has the weak cc−insertion property for (cpc,csc) and (csc,cpc). Now, assume that g and f are functions on X such that g ≤ f,g is cpc (resp. csc) and f is cc. Since f − g is cpc ( resp. csc), therefore the lower cut set A(f − g,2 −n ) = {x ∈ X : (f − g)(x) ≤ 2 −n } is a preopen (resp. semi−open) subset of X. Now setting Hn = {x ∈ X : (f − g)(x) > 2 −n } for every n ∈ N, then by Lemma 3.4, Hn is an open subset of X and we have and for every n ∈ N,Hn and A(f − g,2 −n ) are disjoint subsets of X. By Lemma 3.2, Hn and A(f −g,2 −n ) can be completely separated by contracontinuous functions. Hence by Theorem 2.2, X has the strong cc−insertion property for (cpc,cc) (resp. (csc,cc)).
By an analogous argument, we can prove that X has the strong cc−insertion property for (cc,csc) (resp. (cc,cpc)). Hence, by Theorem 2.3, X has the strong cc−insertion property for (cpc,csc) (resp. (csc,cpc)).
